LEADING THE INDUSTRY.

NFI Parts™ continues to set the standard for technical manuals. Complimenting various other areas of our superior customer support, these manuals are crucial to ensuring transit buses and motor coaches are kept in service and generating revenue.

KEY BENEFITS

COMPREHENSIVE

Through detailed breakdowns of information for serviceable components, our publications contain the best insight into transit buses and motor coaches.

Our detailed manual content includes preventative maintenance, remove and replace instructions, exploded isometric illustrations, serviceable parts lists and more.

USER-FRIENDLY

All manuals are designed using feedback from end users to ensure information is meeting customer needs and are produced in-house for maximum quality control.

New Flyer transit bus manuals are published with comprehensive information based specifically on your bus build. Manuals are located on DVD or USB, and include the customized Transit Information Viewer (TIV).

MCI Coach key publications are available for electronic access at: http://3dparts.mcicoach.com or to order printed copies at 800-323-1238, or through our online Parts Store.

KNOWLEDGEABLE

Publications professionals at NFI Parts combine extensive technical systems knowledge along with exceptional writing, illustrating and publishing skills required to create the industry’s benchmark in technical manuals.

Our organizational structure allows specialists to focus on the content while quality control Editors perform strict quality checks through every step of the publishing process.
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